No association between EGR gene family polymorphisms and schizophrenia in the Chinese population.
Early growth response (EGR) genes are thought to have a role in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia because of their conserved DNA binding domain and biologically activity in neuronal plasticity. This zinc-finger motif could influence gene post-translational modification and expression. The multigenetic association model, using markers in genes of similar or antagonistic biological effects within a signal pathway or gene family, might be more appropriate to this aspect of the schizophrenia hypothesis than the single gene strategy. In this study we investigated the role of EGR1, EGR2, EGR3 and EGR4 within the EGR family. Taqman technology was used to examine 12 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) covering these four genes in 2044 Chinese Han subjects. Case-control analyses were performed to detect association of these 4 genes with schizophrenia and multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR) analysis was employed to examine their potential gene-gene interaction in schizophrenia. Neither allelic nor genotypic single-locus tests revealed any significant association between EGR1-4 and the risk of schizophrenia nor was any such association found with regard to interaction within EGR1-4 (p(min)=0.623, CV Consistency=10/10). We concluded that although multiple candidate genes are involved in schizophrenogenic development, the EGR family may not play a major role in schizophrenia susceptibility in the Chinese Han population.